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 In the area of Europe, Ergobaby is the number one brand in the ergonomic carrier market. History Ergobaby was founded in
March 1997 by three partners; Sébastien Langrumechaussée, Pierre Desblondes and Eric Goudière. In 2005, Ergobaby was

acquired by a large international group, Lora Leroux. In 2009, Ergobaby, became the first baby carrier company to receive the
Baba and Co Organization international label of excellence. In 2009, Ergobaby acquired Dyna-Gro, a leader in the design and

manufacturing of ergonomic products. In 2010, Ergobaby introduced the Ergo Chic, a new design and patented design
ergonomic infant carrier that is adapted to meet parents needs while fashioning the ergonomic carrier so as to prevent baby's

posture from being shaped while being held in the car seat. In 2012, Ergobaby acquired Mother & Baby, and as of 2014, is the
market leader for ergonomic baby carriers. In 2014, Ergobaby introduced the Ergo Chic Aire, a new ergonomic design of the

infant carrier, as well as a new ergonomic stroller. In 2015, Ergobaby launched its first Smart Carrier, that works with
Smartphones and Smart Car Safes, allowing parents to change temperature while the child is wearing their Smart Carrier and

work on their device without the child's head getting cold or hot. In 2015, Ergobaby launched their new ergonomic stroller, the
Fitro. This stroller provides comfort, convenience and safety. In 2016, Ergobaby introduced the Smart Carrier, a new

technology that will allow parents to monitor and change temperature while the child is wearing their Smart Carrier. This
application will be available for the iPhone and Android devices. In 2017, Ergobaby introduced their smart wrap, the Kool Gear,
a new innovative technology designed to provide parents with the best possible bonding experience with their baby, by allowing
parents to play music, read books or listen to their baby's heartbeat. In 2017, Ergobaby was awarded the "2018 Clothes maketh
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the baby" award by InStyle Magazine. In 2018, Ergobaby introduced their smart wrap, the Smart Wrap, a new technology
designed to provide parents with the best possible bonding experience with their baby, by allowing parents to play music, read

books or listen to 82157476af
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